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Assessment of Finite Element Active Learning Modules: An Update in Research Findings

Abstract

The landscape of contemporary engineering education is ever changing, adapting and evolving. As an example, finite element theory and application has often been included in graduate-level courses in engineering programs; however, current industry needs bachelor’s-level engineering graduates with skills in applying this essential analysis and design technique. Engineering education is also changing to include more active learning. In response to the need to introduce undergrads to the finite element method as well as the need for engineering curricula to include more active learning, we have developed, implemented and assessed a suite of Active Learning Module (ALMs). The ALMs are designed to improve student learning of difficult engineering concepts while students gain essential knowledge of finite element analysis. We have used the Kolb Learning Cycle as a conceptual framework to guide our design of the ALMs.

Originally developed using MSC Nastran, followed by development efforts in SolidWorks Simulation, ANSOFT, ANSYS, and other commercial FEA software packages, a team of researchers, with National Science Foundation support, have created over twenty-eight active learning modules. We will discuss the implementation of these learning modules which have been incorporated into undergraduate courses that cover topics such as machine design, mechanical vibrations, heat transfer, bioelectrical engineering, electromagnetic field analysis, structural fatigue analysis, computational fluid dynamics, rocket design, chip formation during manufacturing, and large scale deformation in machining.

This update on research findings includes statistical results for each module which compare performance on pre- and post-learning module quizzes to gauge change in student knowledge related to the difficult engineering concepts that each module addresses. Statistically significant student performance gains provide evidence of module effectiveness. In addition, we present statistical comparisons between different personality types (based on Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, MBTI, subgroups) and different learning styles (based on Felder-Solomon ILS subgroups) in regards to the average gains each group of students have made on quiz performance. Although exploratory, and generally based on small sample sizes at this point in our multi-year effort, the modules for which subgroup differences are found are being carefully reviewed in an attempt to determine whether modifications should be made to better ensure equitable impact of the modules across students from specific personality and / or learning styles subgroups (e.g., MBTI Intuitive versus Sensing; ILS Sequential versus Global).
Introduction

As educators advance engineering education, active learning tools are becoming preferred choices for addressing how students struggle with complex topics in engineering, especially as a function of their backgrounds, demographics, and personality type. In order to move beyond the typical road bumps encountered when teaching difficult concepts, contemporary methods are being developed that seek to engage students actively, both inside and outside the classroom, as well as kinesthetically through the various human senses. Such approaches have the potential to improve student comprehension and knowledge retention, and most importantly, to increase students' interest in the material. [1]

Assisting students in the learning of imperative analysis tools is especially important with current advanced techniques used in industry. One such technique is finite element analysis. The finite element (FE) method is widely used to analyze engineering problems in many commercial engineering firms. It is an essential and powerful analytical tool used to design products with ever shorter development cycles. [2-4]. Today this tool is primarily taught at the graduate engineering level due to the fact that FE theory is very mathematics-intensive which in the past has made it more suitable for graduate engineering students who have a more rigorous mathematical education. This has changed most recently with the advent of high speed inexpensive computers and workstations and fast algorithms which simplify the FE software. Introducing new material into the already packed 4 year engineering programs poses challenges to most instructors. The need for integrating FE theory and application across the engineering curriculum has been established and methods have been suggested by other engineering authors [4-6]. This paper discusses the technique of designing finite element active learning modules (ALM) across many areas of engineering and the success of these modules in improving the student's understanding of the engineering concepts and of the finite element analysis technique. Previous authors over the past six years have reported their success in using their finite element learning modules. [7-15]

The primary focus of this paper is to report the incremental student improvement in engineering learning from using many of the twenty-eight FE learning modules in nine specific areas of engineering at nine engineering colleges and universities over the past six years. This paper is an update of the research reported in an earlier paper. This paper also reports the initial findings on the effects of student personality types on improvement in specific engineering areas of these ALMs.

An important goal for this work is to educate a diverse undergraduate group of engineering students with the basic knowledge of FE theory, along with practical experience in applying commercial FE software to engineering problems. The lack of experience in using numerical computational methods in designing solutions to structural, vibrational, electromagnetic, biomedical electromagnetics, computational fluid dynamics, and heat transfer is a noted problem for some engineering graduates [16-17]. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology, Inc. (ABET, Inc.) expects engineering graduates to have "an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice"[18] such as FE analysis. Hence, engineering schools have, or are planning to add FE analysis to their curricula [19-25], but these plans are not occurring fast enough to meet the demand of firms competing in the global economy.

All learning modules developed in these six years of work are available free to all USA engineering educational institutions on http://sites.google.com/site/finiteelementlearning/home.

Initially, we developed FE learning modules in six engineering areas: (1) structural analysis, (2) mechanical vibrations, (3) computational fluid dynamics, (4) heat transfer, (5) electromagnetics, and (6) biometrics. To evaluate these "Proof of Concept" modules, they were integrated into existing courses in the corresponding subject areas. Faculty and students initially assessed their effectiveness at three higher educational institutions. We included student demographic data, learning style preference data and MBTI data in the surveys' conducted on these initial twelve learning modules, but found that the sample size was in most instances too small to develop any statistically meaningful analysis.

In the second Phase 2 work we expanded our FE learning modules to an additional three engineering areas: (7) fatigue analysis, (8) manufacturing process analysis and (9) manufacturing forming analysis. We continued to integrate these learning modules into existing courses in the corresponding areas. Faculty and students were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of these additional sixteen new learning modules with web-based personality learning assessment surveys in addition to the demographic, and student profile surveys. Small sample sizes are still a concern in the learning personality style analysis, but we are working toward combining all data for a specific learning module (e.g. “Curved Beam Learning Module” administered with minor changes over four years to obtain larger sample sizes to analyze. We are hopeful that as larger more diverse engineering colleges and universities join us in this work; their larger student populations will support statistically significant analysis of diverse student learning styles and MBTI personality analysis for these twenty eight ALMs.

**Overview of the Assessment Methodology**

To analyze the effectiveness of the FE learning modules, a level of improved understanding is calculated by relating quiz scores (taken before and again after the ALM is used) to the learning styles and personality types, followed by the application of basic statistical analysis. The end goal is to accurately and comprehensively assess the quality of the learning modules and whether they are serving students across different demographics and other factors. These assessment goals were accomplished through three project assessment objectives:

1. **Assessment Methodology.** Develop and implement an iterative assessment system.

2. **Statistical Measures.** Determine improvement in student learning across distributions.
3. **Equitability Study.** Gain insight into the effectiveness of the FE learning modules across various personality and learning styles.

This paper presents the student educational improvement percentages of our FE ALMs from both Phase 1 and Phase 2 NSF awards plus the recent assessment of student educational improvement gains across personality types and learning styles for our new Phase 2 NSF grant FE ALMs modules. The following section discusses the pedagogical foundations of the project, including the aforementioned Kolb Learning Cycle

**Background**

**Kolb Learning Cycle**

The pedagogical foundations for this project are based, in part, upon the *Kolb Learning Cycle*\(^{23-25,33}\). The Kolb model [Fig. 1 below] describes a cycle around which learning experiences progress. Studies have shown that if a learning experience encompasses all four of the quadrants of the Kolb Cycle, that the experience is superior to one that does not cover all four quadrants. Navigating the complete Kolb Learning Cycle improves student retention of the complex numerical procedure involved in FE analysis. During courses integrating FE learning modules, students are introduced to FE theory within their traditional lectures. Professors cover background of the FE method, fundamental mathematics of FE, the topology of the various finite elements, error analysis of FE results, and how to model engineering problems using this technique. Portions of Kolb’s cycle are interlaced with hands-on activities that begin stating the proposed problem in a real-world manner. FE learning modules provide specific instructions on how to build the FE model of the engineering problem to increase student performance in the analysis for “Concrete Experience” on Kolb’s Cycle.
Learning Styles

Each FE ALM developed in this work is designed to span a spectrum of different characteristics in which students learn. The Felder-Soloman Index of Learning Styles is composed of four dimensions: active/reflective, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal, and sequential/global [Table 1]. Active learning tools are designed to meet the needs of students with a range of learning styles. Particular approaches to teaching often favor a certain learning preference. Therefore it is important to incorporate a variety of teaching approaches. This index can assist instructors in creating active learning modules that impact all student learning styles effectively.
Figure 2. Learning Styles Categories.

**Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) Personality Type**

The Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is similar to the Felder-Silverman Learning Styles, but is linked to personality preferences [Figure 2]. MBTI includes four categories of how an individual processes and evaluates information. The first category describes how a person interacts with his or her environment. People who take initiative and gain energy from interactions are known as Extroverts (E). Introverts (I), on the other hand prefer more of a relatively passive role and gain energy internally. The second category describes how a person processes information. A person who process data with their senses is referred to as a Sensors (S) and a person who sees where data is going in the future are called an iNtuitor (N). The Sensor versus iNtuitor category is an interesting area of study when it comes to engineering education, because professors are historically intuitors while most engineering students are sensors. The third category for MBTI preference describes the manner in which a person evaluates information. Those who tend to use a logical cause and effect strategy, Thinkers (T), differ from those who use a hierarchy based on values or the manner in which an idea is communicated, Feelers (F). The final category indicates how a person makes decisions or comes to conclusions. Perceivers (P) prefer to be sure all the data is thoroughly considered, and Judgers (J) summarize the situation as it presently stands and make decisions more quickly.

A number of researchers have used knowledge of MBTI types to enhance engineering education. In this prior educational research, it has been shown that different MBTI types respond in unique ways to distinctive pedagogical approaches. The goal of using the MBTI data in concurrence with learning modules is to ensure the FE tutorials are effective across different personality types, bringing any of these nuances to light. The innovative step to our analysis here is to take the assessment one step beyond effectiveness. We are looking into how equally this effectiveness reaches across demographic groups, learning styles, and personality.
Assessment Methodology

FE Active Learning Module (ALM)

A starting point for our educational objectives is the development of the FE ALM. Each learning module is pedagogically rooted in an active learning style based on Kolb's Learning Cycle. By completing the cycle fully, the student will have a stronger grasp of the difficult engineering and FE material. As an accompaniment to traditional lectures, the learning module helps guide students through active experimentation, concrete experiences, and reflective observation. The FE ALMs are designed for those students who have little to no experience using the FE analysis. Therefore, the basic natures of the problems increase the possibility that the students will grasp the correlations between the physical solution and the computational model. Each module was developed in PowerPoint and is available in ppt and pdf file formats. Each FE ALM was developed with a common template presented as follows:
• FE ALM Design Template.
• Table of contents.
• Project educational objectives based upon ABET Criteria 3 for Engineering Programs.
• Problem description.
• Problem analysis objectives.
• General steps and specific step-by-step analysis.
• Visualization of the results of the FE analysis.
• Comparison of FE analysis to another technique.
• Summary and discussion.
• Background information on finite element theory.

The FE ALMs are currently linked to one of six commercial FE codes (SolidWorks Simulation, SolidWorks Flow Simulation, MSC. Nastran, Comsol, ANSOFT, or AdvantEdge) all commonly used in industry.

Assessment Foundations

Helpful steps to assessments for the FE learning modules are: (a) gathering student demographics (i.e. academic major, educational level, grade point average, age, ethnicity, and gender); (b) gathering Felder-Soloman learning styles and MBTI personality type (this analysis, along with learning objectives, can be reviewed and fed back into improving the learning modules); and (c) collecting all data and linking these data to a common student identification number for future evaluations and survey responses.

The next step is developing a measurement instrument for evaluating student learning directly associated with the ALM. In this work, a multiple-choice quiz is used as the foundation for our baseline study. The content-based quiz is administered after the FE material is presented in class, but prior to the student being introduced to an FE learning module. This ideally isolates enhanced student learning due to the learning module alone. The learning modules supplement student learning of the difficult FE theories and methods, and associated engineering topic content. The same quiz is administered following the completion of the FE ALM. The pre-quiz and post-quiz scores are again linked to the common student ID. In parallel, as soon as the student completes the FE learning module, an in-depth survey is administered to the students, providing the opportunity for much more open feedback to the assessment system.
Summary of the Assessment Program Results to Date

The assessment program can be divided into two distinct goals:

- Demonstrate learning improvement using the FE ALMs
- Develop an iterative assessment process that shows no bias towards learning styles and personality types using the FE ALMs

We first show that the Learning Improvement goal has been met for each of the Phase 1 FE Learning Modules using quizzes administered prior to, and then again after students complete the learning modules. We have summarized the improved student learning for the Phase 1 FE Learning Modules in Table 1 and Table 1b for ten of the original twelve learning modules used at the three engineering colleges. These FE ALMs reported here are:

- Curved Beam Structural Learning Module
- Bolt and Plate Stiffness Learning Module
- Vibration Analysis of a Cantilever Beam
- Long Bar Steady State Heat Transfer
- L-Bracket Transient Heat Transfer
- Biomedical Electromagnetics
- Electromagnetics Specific Absorption Rates
- Electromagnetics Transmission Parameters of Infinitely Long Co-Axial Cable
- Electromagnetics Probe Feed of a Patch Antenna
- Computational Flow over a Cylinder
- Computational Flow with Friction in a Pipe
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary Table of Phase 1 Improved Learning in FE Learning Modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FE Learning Module</td>
<td>Semester/Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Analysis of a Curved Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2006/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2007/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2008/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2009/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2010/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Averages for Curved Beam</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Plate Stiffness</td>
<td>Spring 2007/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Plate Stiffness</td>
<td>Spring 2010/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Averages for Stiffness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration Analysis of a Cantilever Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2007/Tuskegee U.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2008/Tuskegee U.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2007/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2008/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Averages for Vib Beam</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Bar Steady State Heat Transfer</td>
<td>Spring 2007/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Bracket Transient Heat Transfer</td>
<td>Spring 2009/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ave. for Heat Transfer</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Electromagnetics</td>
<td>Fall 2006/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio Electromagnetics</td>
<td>Fall 2007/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio Electromagnetics</td>
<td>Fall 2009/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio Electromagnetics</td>
<td>Fall 2010/UOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ave. for Bio Electromag</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetics Specific Absorption Rates</td>
<td>Fall 2006/Gonzaga U.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetics Transmission Parameters of Infinely Long Co-Axial Cable</td>
<td>Fall 2007/Gonzaga U.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetics Probe Feed Patch Antennas</td>
<td>Spring 2008/Gonzaga U.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ave of Electromag</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We next will show a Summary of Year 2 Student Improvement and Personality/Learning Style Results for Twelve (12) Phase 2 Learning Modules (2011-2012) during the second year of this National Science Foundation Grant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FE Learning Module</th>
<th>Semester / Institution</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Pre-Quiz Average Score out of 100 points</th>
<th>Post-Quiz Average Score out of 100 points</th>
<th>Student Improvement Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computational Flow over a Cylinder</td>
<td>Fall 2007/Tuskegee U.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>54.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Flow with Friction in a Pipe</td>
<td>Fall 2007/Tuskegee U.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>32.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averages of CFD Modules</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53.95</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>43.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table 2 Summary of Year 2 and 3 Student Improvement and Personality Learning Style Results for Phase 2 Learning Modules (2011-2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FE Learning Module</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Students (N)</th>
<th>Pre-Quiz Avg (%)</th>
<th>Post-Quiz Avg (%)</th>
<th>% Student Improvement(^1)</th>
<th>Subgroup differences MBTI or ILS(^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Analysis of Large Deformation of a Cantilever Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>Tuskegee</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>6.90 (p = 0.523)</td>
<td>Introvert (N=7) &gt; Extrovert (N=9)** (MBTI; p = 0.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axisymmetric Rocket Nozzle</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>29.73* (p = 0.093)</td>
<td>Extrovert (N=5) &gt; Introvert (N=5)** (MBTI; p = 0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Engine Cooling Fin</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>-7.14 (p = 0.397)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration of Critical Speeds in Rotating Shafts</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>Pomona</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>16.07* (p = 0.067)</td>
<td>Introvert (N=6) &gt; Extrovert (N=3)** (MBTI; p = 0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Fluid Drag of Bobsled Model</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>30.60** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration of Critical Speeds in Rotating Shafts</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>25.42** (p &lt; 0.003)</td>
<td>Intuitive (N=12) &gt; Sensing (N=13)** (MBTI; p = 0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machining Analysis During Chip Formation</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>64.18** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>Perception (N=2) &gt; Judgment (N=10)** (MBTI; p = 0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal FEA: Semi Infinite Medium and Steady-State Heat Conduction</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>19.52** (p = 0.002)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Transmission Shaft Stress Analysis</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>37.19** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defibrillation Electrode Modeling</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>112.82** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioelectric Field Modeling</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>39.34** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>Sequential (N=12) &gt; Global (N=7)** (ILS; p = 0.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet metal forming using FE Analysis: Shallow Drawing of a Circular Sheet</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>Tuskegee</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>13.33* (p = 0.083)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved Beam Structural</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>23.72** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Fluid Drag of Bobsled Model</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>48.72** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axisymmetric Rocket Nozzle</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>59.26** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Engine Cooling Fin</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>44.74** (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall Student Improvement Average 35.28%

\(^1\) Percent (%) Improvement = [(post-quiz score - pre-quiz score)/pre-quiz score] * 100
\(^2\) Felder-Soloman Index of Learning Styles (ILS); Myers Brigg Type Indicator (MBTI)

** Sufficient evidence of statistically significant improvement (p < 0.05)
* Moderate evidence of statistically significant improvement (0.05 ≤ p < 0.10)
The next goal of this research is to show no bias towards learning styles and personality type. This goal is a bit more difficult to achieve at the nine engineering colleges as the FE ALMs are administered to upper level junior and senior level classes with small enrollments. We have been successful in combining the small student populations for the original FE Learning Modules administered in the early years of this research without modifications. These combined results are providing preliminary information on those student learning styles and personality types that are improving their learning more than their colleagues.

**Assessment results for the first and second goal of this research**

We administered twelve of the Phase 2 FE ALMs during the second year of this research and focused on measuring both student learning content using the pre and post learning module quizzes and student learning bias toward a specific Myers Brigg Type Indicator (MBTI) or Index of Learning Style (ILS) as measured with the on-line MBTI survey and the on-line Felder-Solomon survey. Six of the learning modules suggested no bias toward a specific MBTI or Index of Learning Style and six of the learning modules suggested a bias toward a specific MBTI or Index of Learning Style.

The twelve FE Learning Modules analyzed during the Second Year of this research were:

- Structural Analysis of Large Deformation of a Cantilever Beam
- Sheet Metal Forming using FE Analysis: Shallow Drawing of a Circular Sheet
- Vibration of Critical Speeds of Rotating Shafts
- Computational Fluid Drag of a Bobsled Model
- Power Transmission Shaft Stress Analysis
- Machining Analysis during Chip Formation
- Thermal Finite Element Analysis: Semi-Infinite Medium
- Thermal Finite Element Analysis: Steady Heat Conduction
- Axisymmetric Rocket Nozzle
- Small Engine Cooling Fin
- Defibrillation Electrode Modeling
- Bioelectric Field Modeling
Results for student improvement using these twelve FE ALMs

The average improvement for the twelve learning modules administered was 32.33% where the number of students tested is shown as N, the quiz scores (both pre and post) are out of 100%, and the % Student Improvement for each of these twelve modules is shown above in this table 2. Three of the twelve FE learning modules showed **moderate evidence** of improved student performance with statistical values of p<0.10 as noted in this table by **. Seven of the twelve FE learning modules **showed sufficient** evidence of improved student performance with statistical values of p<0.05. Two of the twelve FE ALMs showed **insufficient evidence** of improved student performance (i.e. p = 0.523 and p = 0.397). The authors of these two FE learning modules will be working this academic year to improve their FE learning modules, assessment quizzes and other instruments to improve their students’ performance.

These results are shown below in table 3 as the interpretation of Results learning module for Phase II Learning Modules (2011-2012)

**Table 3 Interpretation of Results by Active Learning Module for Phase 2 Learning Modules (2011-2012)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FE Learning Module</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Student Improvement</th>
<th>Subgroup differences MBTI or ILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Analysis of Large Deformation of a Cantilever Beam</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>Tuskegee</td>
<td>There is insufficient evidence to suggest that performance on the Cantilever Beam quiz will increase after students complete the module.</td>
<td>A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “introvert” versus “extrovert” using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the “introvert” subgroup, on average (p = 0.034). This category on the MBTI looks at the manner with which a person interacts with others. Extroverts tend to take initiative and gain energy from interactions, whereas introverts prefer more of a relatively passive role and gain energy internally (from cognition).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axisymmetric Rocket Nozzle</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
<td>There is MODERATE evidence to suggest that performance on the Rocket Nozzle quiz will increase after students complete the module (p = 0.093).</td>
<td>A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “introverted” versus “extroverted” using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the “extrovert” subgroup, on average (p = 0.014). An “introvert” personality type tends to focus inwardly and gain energy from cognition, whereas an “extrovert” personality type tends to focus outwardly and gain energy from others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Engine Cooling Fin</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
<td>There is insufficient evidence to suggest that performance on the Cooling Fin quiz will increase after students complete the module.</td>
<td>No evidence of subgroup differences was found based on MBTI and ILS performance. Therefore no subgroup of students had an advantage over other subgroups of students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration of Critical Speeds in</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>Pomona</td>
<td>There is MODERATE evidence to suggest that performance on</td>
<td>A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “introvert” versus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Title</td>
<td>Semester</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Performance Increase after Module Completion</td>
<td>Subgroup Differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotating Shafts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the Rotating Shafts quiz will increase after students complete the module (p = 0.067).</td>
<td>&quot;introvert&quot; using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the &quot;introvert&quot; subgroup, on average (p = 0.033).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Fluid Drag of Bobsled Model</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Bobsled quiz will increase after students complete the module (p &lt; 0.001).</td>
<td>No evidence of subgroup differences was found based on MBTI and ILS performance. Therefore no subgroup of students had an advantage over other subgroups of students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration of Critical Speeds in Rotating Shafts</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Rotating Shafts quiz will increase after students complete the module (p = 0.003).</td>
<td>A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as &quot;intuitive&quot; versus &quot;sensing&quot; using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the &quot;intuitive&quot; subgroup, on average (p = 0.018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Transmission Shaft Stress Analysis</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Shaft Stress quiz will increase after students complete the module (p &lt; 0.001).</td>
<td>MBTI and ILS data were not collected for this module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machining Analysis During Chip Formation</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Chip Formation quiz will increase after students complete the module (p &lt; 0.001).</td>
<td>A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as &quot;perceivers&quot; versus &quot;judgers&quot; using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the &quot;perception&quot; subgroup, on average (p = 0.046).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal FEA: Semi Infinite Medium and Steady-State Heat Conduction</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Thermal FEA quiz will increase after students complete the modules (p = 0.002).</td>
<td>No evidence of subgroup differences was found based on MBTI and ILS performance. Therefore no subgroup of students had an advantage over other subgroups of students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defibrillation Electrode Modeling</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Defibrillation quiz will increase after students complete the module (p &lt; 0.001).</td>
<td>No evidence of subgroup differences was found based on MBTI and ILS performance. Therefore no subgroup of students had an advantage over other subgroups of students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioelectric Field Modeling</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>There is evidence to suggest that performance on the Bioelectric quiz will increase after students complete the module (p &lt; 0.001).</td>
<td>A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as &quot;sequential&quot; versus &quot;global&quot; using the ILS, where greater gains were made by the &quot;sequential&quot; subgroup, on average (p = 0.041).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet metal forming using FE Analysis:</td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>Tuskegee</td>
<td>There is MODERATE evidence to suggest that performance on</td>
<td>No evidence of subgroup differences was found based on MBTI and ILS performance. Therefore no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Results of Subgroup differences MBTI and ILS

Table 3 above also includes the results of analysis of subgroup differences for the MBTI and ILS of student responses. Six of the FE learning modules **showed no evidence** of subgroup difference upon analysis of the MBTI and ILS surveys taken by the students, therefore these four modules were considered ideal in their handling of the student subgroups taking the quizzes. The student MBTI and ILS student survey data was misplaced for one (1) of the FE learning modules so it was not analyzed. Six of the FE learning modules show statistically significant subgroup differences ($p < 0.05$) for the MBTI and ILS student survey data.

#### Results of the Subgroup Differences in MBTI and ILS data for the FE learning modules

The following six FE ALMs were found to be **ideal** or **showed statistically insignificant differences** between the sixteen subgroups of students in the MBTI and ILS groups.

- Sheet metal forming using FE Analysis: Shallow Drawing of a Circular Sheet
- Computational Fluid Drag of a Bobsled Model
- Small Engine Cooling Fin-
- Defibrillation Electrode Modeling-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shallow Drawing of a Circular Sheet</th>
<th>the Shallow Drawing quiz will increase after students complete the module ($p = 0.083$).</th>
<th>subgroup of students had an advantage over other subgroups of students.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curved Beam Structural</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Fluid Drag of Bobsled Model</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>UoP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axisymmetric Rocket Nozzle</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Engine Cooling Fin</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>USAFA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following six (6) FE ALMs showed significant differences based upon MBTI and ILS types.

Structural Analysis of Large Deformation of a Cantilever Beam Module

- A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those students typed as “introvert” versus “extrovert” using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the “introvert” subgroup on average (p = 0.034).

Vibration of Critical Speeds in Rotating Shafts

- A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “introvert” versus “extrovert” using the MBTI, were greater gains were made by the “introvert” subgroup, on average (p = 0.033).

Vibration of Critical Speeds in Rotating Shafts

- A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “intuitive” versus “sensing” using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the “intuitive” subgroup, on average (p = 0.018).

Machining Analysis during Chip Formation

- A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “perceivers” versus “judgers” using MBTI, where greater gains were made by the “perception” subgroup, on average (p = 0.046).

Axisymmetric Rocket Nozzle

- A statistically significant subgroup differences was found between those typed as “introverted” versus “extroverted” using the MBTI, where greater gains were made by the “extrovert” subgroup, on average (p = 0.041).
Bioelectric Field Modeling

- A statistically significant subgroup difference was found between those typed as “sequential” versus “global” using the ILS, where greater gains were made by the “sequential” subgroup, on average \( p = 0.041 \).

As part of our iterative assessment and improvement process, after we identified groups (either MBTI or ILS) that did not perform as well as their counterparts, we recommend adjustments in the ALM that can be implemented before the next time the ALM is used. The goal here is to reduce the difference in performance between the different MBTI or ILS groups, thus making the ALM learning enhancement equitable across MBTI and ILS types.

**Recommendations to remediate Differences in MBTI Data for the FE ALMs**

*Sufficient evidence of statistically significant improvement \( p < 0.05 \)

**FE Learning Module with Differences**

**Introverts (N=7) > Extroverts (N=9)**

- Insert more activities into the Active Learning Module to assist the extroverts

- Specifically, insert a collaborative learning experience into the procedure for implementation of the Active Learning Module.

**Extroverts (N=5) > Introverts (N=5)**

- Insert periodic questions within the module to develop ideas internally

- Add more word descriptions for developing the Active Learning Module and its solutions

- If there is mandatory group work, consider making it the student(s) choice to do the work individually or in the group.

- Create a thought provoking, individually answered extra credit question inserting in the beginning of the Active Learning Module.

**Recommendations to remediate Differences in MBTI and ILS Data for the FE ALMs**

*Sufficient evidence of statistically significant improvement \( p < 0.05 \)

**FE Learning Modules with Differences**
Sequential (N=12) > Global (N=7)*

- Increase the number of times each student can take the quiz after the Active Learning Module

- Provide a “read ahead” document (1 or 2 pages) that summarizes the content of the Active Learning Module and provides background to the students

**Conclusions**

This paper summarizes the work of two groups of researchers in gathering pre-post quiz data over the past six years using twenty-eight learning modules in eight engineering areas. The Phase 1 work with the original twelve learning modules has provided evidence that student knowledge improvements ranged from 15% to 57% using pre- and post quizzes of student knowledge. As can be seen in Table 1 this measured improvement in student knowledge has been repeated over the past six years at three engineering institutions. This work has continued with the current Phase 2 work with twelve new learning modules. From Table 2 we see sustained student improvement in knowledge in ten of the twelve modules averaging 32.33% (using the same pre-post quiz methods). Our survey data analysis assists us in improving the performance of these learning modules and has shown positive student support for the work in the current learning modules and the past twelve learning modules.

We have embarked upon assessing the statistical differences in student responses to our Active Learning Modules by subgroups of the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and the Felder-Solomon Index of Learning Styles (ILS) to improve the effectiveness of our modules in addressing differences in learning styles and MBTI types of our engineering students. We have determined that four (4) of our ALM’s showed no significant differences in the sixteen subgroups of MBTI and ILS groups. Six of our ALM’s did show significant differences in the subgroups of the MBTI and ILS groups and efforts are underway to enhance the effectiveness of these ALM’s, for the specific ILS or MBTI types indicated, during the third year of the research.

**Future Efforts**

Our current twelve researchers analyzed the MBTI and ILS data gathered from over 1,000 students participating in this work at nine engineering institutions. The MBTI and ILS data is correlated with the pre and post quiz scores to determine if any MBTI or ILS types perform significantly better than their counterpart MBTI or ILS types. In cases where they do perform
significantly better, we offer the ALM's author suggestions on how to refine the ALM (either in content or implementation process) in order to attempt to erase the differences in performance across MBTI or ILS types. The final step in this process will be to reassess the altered ALMs to determine if the differences in performance across MBTI or ILS types has been mitigated.
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